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Strain Measurement in Coronary
Arteries Using Intravascular
Ultrasound and Deformable
Images
Atherosclerotic plaque rupture is responsible for the majority of myocardial infarcti
and acute coronary syndromes. Rupture is initiated by mechanical failure of the pl
cap, and thus study of the deformation of the plaque in the artery can elucidate the e
that lead to myocardial infarction. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) provides high re
lution in vitro and in vivo cross-sectional images of blood vessels. To extract the d
mation field from sequences of IVUS images, a registration process must be perform
correlate material points between image pairs. The objective of this study was to d
mine the efficacy of an image registration technique termed Warping to determine s
in plaques and coronary arteries from paired IVUS images representing two diffe
states of deformation. The Warping technique uses pointwise differences in pixel in
ties between image pairs to generate a distributed body force that acts to deform a
element model. The strain distribution estimated by image-based Warping showed
lent agreement with a known forward finite element solution, representing the gold
dard, from which the displaced image was created. The Warping technique had a
sensitivity to changes in material parameters or material model and had a low de
dency on the noise present in the images. The Warping analysis was also able to pr
accurate strain distributions when the constitutive model used for the Warping ana
and the forward analysis was different. The results of this study demonstrate that Wa
in conjunction with in vivo IVUS imaging will determine the change in the strain dis
bution resulting from physiological loading and may be useful as a diagnostic too
predicting the likelihood of plaque rupture through the determination of the relative s
ness of the plaque constituents.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1519279#

Keywords: Strain, Coronary Artery, Soft Tissue Mechanics, Finite Element, Intrava
lar Ultrasound
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Introduction
Coronary heart disease resulted in nearly half a million fat

ties in 1996 and is currently the leading cause of death in
United States@1#. The phenomenon of plaque rupture, the stru
tural failure of the plaque cap, is the primary event triggeri
myocardial infarctions and acute coronary syndromes. Plaque
ture releases thrombogenic lipids and collagen into the bl
stream, which subsequently causes thrombus formation@2#. The
ability to predict eminent plaque rupturein vivo would provide a
potential means for selecting patients for interventional therap

Stresses in and near the plaque correlate with the locatio
plaque rupture. Cheng et al.@3# found that 58% ofin vivo plaque
ruptures occurred in the areas of maximum stress, while 83%
failures occurred in high stress areas. Maximum stress levels
eccentric plaques occur at the shoulder area of the cap wher
fibrous cap meets the healthy intima@4,5#. Decreased cap thick
ness causes an increase in the peak shoulder stress when
developed lipid layers are present@4,6–8#. Clearly, reliable pre-
dictions of stress and strain in loaded plaquesin vivo would pro-
vide insight into the potential for subsequent plaque failure. Ho
ever, the direct measurement of stress during loading o
coronary artery is nearly impossiblein vivo or ex vivo. As an

1Corresponding Author: Jeffrey A. Weiss, Ph.D., Department of Bioengineer
University of Utah, 50 South Central Campus Drive, Room 2480, Salt Lake C
Utah 84112-9202, 801-587-7833.
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J. D. Humphrey.
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alternative, measurement of strain within the plaque and the w
of the coronary artery can provide insight into the stress distri
tion.

Intravascular ultrasound~IVUS! uses a catheter-mounted ultra
sound transducer to acquire cross-sectional images of an a
with a spatial resolution of 80-100mm radially and 150-200mm
circumferentially@9,10#. Current IVUS catheters are as small
0.9 mm and can interrogate most areas of the coronary tree
cluding coronary arteries in the range of 1.5-5.0 mm in diame
IVUS provides detailed images of the plaque and vessel wall, b
in vitro and in vivo, thus providing a means to quantify lesio
geometry@9–11#. Time sequences of IVUS images contain info
mation about the deformation of both the vessel wall and
plaque. A pointwise correlation between material points in ima
of the unloaded and loaded artery/plaque system would pro
the information necessary to determine strain distributions dire
from the IVUS image data.

We have developed and utilized a technique referred to
Warping for strain estimation from sequences of images@12–14#.
The technique uses pointwise differences in image pixel inte
ties between template and target image datasets to generate
tributed body force that deforms a finite element~FE! model of
the template so that it registers with the target image. Our ultim
goal is to apply this technique to the study of plaque failure m
chanicsin vitro and in vivo by providing information on the bio-
mechanics of atherosclerotic lesions under both physiolog
loading conditions and loading conditions that arise from int
ventional procedures such as balloon angioplasty and stent p
ment. Toward this end, the objectives of the present study wer

ng,
ity,

r:
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test the efficacy of Warping for determination of strain distrib
tions in plaques from IVUS images by assessing its sensitivity
errors in material model selection, material parameter estima
and simulated noise in the image data. The hypotheses were
1! variations in material properties and constitutive model wo
have a minimal effect on the ability of the Warping technique
predict the strain distribution for an IVUS image registrati
problem with a known answer for the strain distribution, and!
the results of Warping IVUS images would be minimally sensit
to noise in the image data.

Materials and Methods
To test the efficacy of Warping for prediction of strains fro

IVUS images, a pair of IVUS images representing two deform
tion states of an artery was required. Additionally, the deformat
map between the states represented in the images had t
known. To achieve this, a FE model of a diseased coronary ar
and plaque was created from an IVUS image of a human
anterior descending coronary artery in an unloaded state obta
during ex vivo imaging. The model was assigned realistic mate
properties and a physiological pressure was applied to the ve
lumen. FE analysis was performed to determine the strains in
loaded artery and plaque, yielding a ‘‘forward’’ FE solution for th
strain distribution in the vessel. Using the displacement res
from the forward FE analysis, a deformed image~target! was cre-
ated by applying the displacement map to the original IVUS i
age~template!. Warping analysis was performed using the und
formed and deformed images to produce the forces that defor
the FE mesh. The forward and Warping predictions of strain w
compared to determine the accuracy of the technique.

Warping theory. A brief description of the approach for deform
able image registration is provided below. A complete descript
can be found in our previous publications@12,14#. The approach
requires an image of the tissue in a reference configuration
ferred to as the template, and an image in the deformed con
ration, referred to as the target. The Warping technique produ
forces from the pointwise intensity differences between the
ages that act to deform the template image into registration w
the target image. An image-based energy densityU is defined as
the pointwise difference in intensities between the template
target images:

U~X,w!5
l

2
~T~X,w!2S~X,w!!2. (1)

Here,w(X) of the deformation map applied to the template ima
X represents the reference coordinates of a material point in
template image,T andS are the scalar template and target ima
intensities at a point in the domain of the deformed template,
l is a penalty parameter.

The total energy of the continuum, E~w!, is defined as the sum
of the image-based energy density and the standard strain en
density of the material,W~X,C!:

E~w!5E
B
W~X,C~w~X!!! dV1E

B
U~X,w~X!!dV. (2)

Here,C is the right deformation tensor. At equilibrium, the tot
energy in the system is minimized and the internal forces du
the divergence of the stress tensor balance with the forces
arise from the image-based energy term. The weak form of
momentum equation, with the addition of the influence of t
image data, is obtained by taking the first variation ofE~w! with
respect tow @14#. The resulting Euler-Lagrange equations conta
the image-based force term:

]U

]w
5l~T~X,w~X!!2S~X,w~X!!!S ]T

]w
2

]S

]wD . (3)

This vector term is analogous to a position- and deformati
dependent body force that acts to simultaneously minimize lo
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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differences in image intensity and intensity gradients between
template~deforming! and target~stationary! images. The image
gradients provide the local direction information for the force ve
tor, and the image data do not contribute to the force term w
either the local image intensities are equal or the local im
intensity gradients are equal.

Constitutive equation.Specification of a particular constitutiv
model and associated material parameters is required for both
forward FE analysis and the Warping analyses performed in
validation study. For the Warping analyses, the stresses that
from the constitutive model serve to regularize the otherwise
posed problem by providing a force field that opposes the Warp
forces, while the continuum mechanics formulation ensures a o
to-one mapping between template and target images. One o
objectives of this work was to assess the sensitivity of Warp
strain predictions to variations in material properties, since
most cases of practical interest the actual material properties
unknown. In such cases one must provide an estimate of an
propriate type of material response~e.g., hyperelastic, viscoelas
tic, with appropriate local material symmetry! along with some
estimate of the associated material parameters. To approximat
nonlinear behavior of the arterial wall@15–23# and atherosclerotic
lesions@6,24,25#, a transversely isotropic hyperelastic strain e
ergy was utilized. The strain energy describes a material that c
sists of fibers imbedded in an isotropic ground substance:

W5F1~ Ĩ 1 , Ĩ 2!1F2~ l̃ !1
K

2
@ ln~J!#2. (4)

Here,F1 represents the behavior of the ground substance whileF2
represents the behavior of the collagen fibers. The final term c
trols the bulk behavior of the material.K is the bulk modulus of
the material.Ĩ 1 and Ĩ 2 are the first and second invariants of th
deviatoric right Cauchy deformation tensorC̃5F̃TF̃, where F
5FvolF̃, Fvol5J1/31, F̃5J1/3F andJ 5 det~F! @26#. The scalarl̃
is the deviatoric stretch ratio along the local fiber directiona,
which was oriented circumferentially for the present analys
Note that as the material approaches the incompressible limJ
→1, l̃ → l andF̃ → F. A similar strain energy has been used
model the material behavior of the heart@27,28# and ligaments
@29#.

A neo-Hookean form was used to represent the ground s
stance matrix:

F1~ Ĩ 1!5m~ Ĩ 123!, (5)

Where m is the shear modulus of the matrix. The stress-stre
behavior for the fiber family was represented as exponential, w
no resistance to compressive load:

l̃
]F2

]l̃
50, l̃,1;

l̃
]F2

]l̃
5C3@exp~C4~ l̃21!!21#, l̃>1. (6)

Here,C3 scales the exponential stresses andC4 defines the fiber
uncrimping rate. A detailed description of a similar constituti
model and its FE implementation can be found in the work
Weiss et al.@26#.

Determination of material coefficients. The material coefficients
for the arterial wall were required to perform the forward F
analysis, and the coefficients used in the forward analysis w
used as starting values for the Warping analyses. The initial
terial coefficients were determined by a nonlinear least square
of the constitutive equation described above to the circumferen
stress/strain curves presented in the work of Cox et al.@16#. The
Cox data were obtained from inflation testing of excised can
coronary arteries with physiological axial prestretch imposed
the artery. Stress/strain curves and incremental elastic mo
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 735



736 Õ V
Fig. 1 „A… Reference IVUS image of an unloaded ex vivo human left anterior descending „LAD … artery. This
image was used as the template in the Warping analyses. The solid white line indicates the IVUS catheter, the
solid black line indicates the lumen boundary and the dashed black line indicates the media Õadventitia bound-
ary. The target image „B… was created by deforming the template image using the deformation map from the
forward FE solution „see text for details ….
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were determined using the method described by Vaishnav e
@30#. The media/lesion and the adventitia were assigned sepa
material properties. The media and lesion were defined as a s
material due to the lack of material properties for coronary art
plaque. Histological and mechanical testing of aortic plaques h
been found to be highly inhomogeneous@6,24,25,31# resulting in
material parameter measurements showing large variability.
material coefficients for the media and the lesion werem5 3.57
Pa,C354.99 KPa, andC455.49, while material coefficients fo
the adventitia werem 5 1.97 KPa, C353.70 KPa, andC4
55.49. The bulk modulusK was 200.00 KPa. As mentione
above, the material properties for the arterial wall/lesion do
need to be exact for this validation analysis because strain re
from the forward model were used as the ‘‘gold standard’’
comparisons with the Warping results. The material proper
combined with the pressure loading in the forward model n
only to produce deformations similar to those found inex vivo
ol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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experiments. The average lumen strain produced by the forw
model was similar to that measuredex vivo@32#.

Finite element discretization and boundary conditions.The
boundaries of the adventitia and media/lesion were manually
mented in the IVUS template image of a diseased vessel~Fig.
1A!. Since IVUS cannot distinguish the outer boundary of t
adventitia from the connective tissue and fat surrounding the v
sel, this boundary was estimated using thickness values foun
the literature@33#. B-spline curves were fit to the points generat
by segmentation. A 2D plane strain FE model was constructed
included the entire image domain, with the lumen and the tis
surrounding the vessels represented by an isotropic hypoel
constitutive model with relatively soft elastic material properti
~E51.0 KPa andn50.3! to provide tethering. The outer edges
the image domain were fully constrained to eliminate rigid bo
motion ~Fig. 2A!. An internal pressure load of 13.33 KPa~mean
arterial pressure of 100 mmHg! was applied to the lumen and
Fig. 2 „A… Unloaded finite element mesh; „B… Displaced mesh resulting from the internal pressure load im-
posed on the forward problem. The tether mesh has been removed from the figure for clarity. The pressure
loading used in the forward problem is indicated by the arrows.
Transactions of the ASME
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forward nonlinear FE analysis was performed using NIKE3D@34#
~Fig. 2B!. Using the displacement fields from the forward F
analysis, the template IVUS image~Fig. 1A! was deformed and
resampled onto a regular grid of pixels, yielding a deformed ta
image for which the exact strains and displacements were kn
~Fig. 1B!. A FE mesh with twice the density of the forward F
mesh was used in Warping analyses to capture local gradien
image intensity. The mesh had a spatial resolution of appr
mately 240-300mm radially and 300-400mm circumferentially. It
should be emphasized that the Warping model was not given
internal pressure loading and used only the differences betw
the template and target IVUS images to deform the FE mode
the template image. The fiber stretch and 1st principal strain from
the forward and Warping solutions were compared at four lo
tions. Locations 1 and 2 were on the lumen of the lesion in ar
of high strain. Location 3 was a mid-wall location that corr
sponded to the media/adventitia boundary and location 4 wa
the outer-wall, corresponding to the outer edge of the adven
~Fig. 4A!.

Sequential spatial filtering.Image registration problems ar
typically sensitive to local minima. The registration process m
get ‘‘stuck’’ by alignment of local image inhomogeneities th
prevent further image alignment. To avoid this, the algorithm m
first register larger image features such as object boundaries
coarse textural detail, followed by registration of fine features.
have circumvented these problems in the present work by emp
ing sequential spatial filtering. By evolving the image sharpn
over quasi-time in parallel with or after evolving the penalty p
rameter, the influence of fine textural features in the image ca
minimized until global registration is achieved. The size of t
Gaussian mask~number of pixels used in the spatial smoothi
convolution@35#! was initially set to 24 pixels and gradually de
creased to 6 pixels during the course of the analysis. Both t
plate and target images were filtered for the Warping analyse

Warping solution procedure.The Warping analysis consisted o
three phases~Fig. 3!. During the first phase, the penalty parame
l was gradually increased over quasi-time while the amoun
spatial filtering was held constant, providing a means to evo
the image-derived forces on the model and achieve global re
tration of the deforming template with the target image. In t
second phase, the increase in the penalty parameter was cont
while the amount of spatial filtering was reduced to facilitate lo
registration. The final penalty parameter was the largest value

Fig. 3 Changes in spatial filter mask and penalty parameter
with computational quasi-time. The penalty was steadily in-
creased over the course of the analysis while the blurring was
held constant through the first half of the analysis and then
decreased over the second half. The * indicates that the Aug-
mented Lagrangian iterations were completed on the final time
step.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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could successfully be used without numerical ill-conditioning a
fecting the convergence behavior. As a final step in the analy
an augmented Lagrangian method was used to enforce the im
registration constraint. The augmented Lagrangian method all
enforcement of the image alignment constraint to a user-defi
tolerance without numerical ill-conditioning, a common proble
with the penalty method@36#. Augmentations were continued unt
a user-defined tolerance was achieved on the change in theL2
norm of the Lagrange multiplier vector between augmentatio
This tolerance was set to 0.03 for all analyses in this validat
study, indicating that the change in multipliers was less than
between augmentations.

Sensitivity to material coefficients. A parameter study was per
formed to determine the sensitivity of the Warping predictions
strain to the material coefficients. The Warping solution was p
formed with 20% increases and decreases in the material co
cientsm and C3 for the media/lesion portion of the model. Fo
example, the ‘‘m120%’’ model was run with only them coeffi-
cient of the media/lesion increased by 20% of the baseline va
while the other coefficients for media/lesion and the advent
were unchanged. The range of variation in the material coe
cients was chosen based on the 95% confidence interval of
data used in curve-fitting@16#. The Cox data had an incrementa
modulus of 1.74160.186 KPa~6 std error! at a pressure load of
125 mmHg, yielding a 95% confidence interval of623% of the
mean incremental modulus.

Sensitivity to constitutive model.To verify that Warping predic-
tions of strain were insensitive to gross errors in selection of c
stitutive model, the Warping analyses were performed using
neo-Hookean hyperelastic model~rather than a transversely iso
tropic hyperelastic model! with shear and bulk moduli ofm
5 7.00 KPa andK 5 500.00 KPa, respectively. The shear mod
lus was increased and decreased by an order of magnitude an
bulk modulus was decreased one and two orders of magnitud
encompass the variability found in biological tissues. Compa
sons were made to strain predictions from the forward FE mo
with the original transversely isotropic model and mater
coefficients.

Sensitivity to image noise.IVUS images contain noise. To
simulate the effects of noise on image registration using Warpi
an independent additive noise model was used to modify
noiseless template and target images@35#. The intensities of the
original template and target images were considered true ima
s(i,j), where i and j represent pixel coordinates. Random noise
n(i,j) was added to the true images to create the noisy imagei(i,j) :

i ~ i , j !5s~ i , j !1n~ i , j !. (7)

The noise was defined by the standard deviation (sN) of a zero
mean normal probability distribution for noise image intensiti

Fig. 4 „A… Green-Lagrange 1 st Principal strain distribution for
the forward problem; „B… Strain distribution for the Warping
problem. The four comparison locations are shown by their nu-
merical designations.
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 737
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@35#. The standard deviations (sI) of the image intensities for
both the template and target images were 44 gray levels.
signal to noise ratio~SNR! was defined as:

SNR5
s I

sN
. (8)

SNRs of 8, 4, 1, 0.5 and 0.1 were used~Fig. 6!. The strain and
displacement fields obtained from the Warping analyses u
these SNRs were compared with the results of the forward
predictions at the four locations described previously.

Results
The Warping strain predictions showed excellent agreem

with those of the ‘‘exact’’ forward FE solution~Figs. 4A and 4B!.
The circumferential stretch distributions at the lumen and at
media/adventitia boundary were nearly identical~Fig. 5!. The 1st

principal strains were in excellent agreement at all four locati
~Table 1! and the circumferential fiber stretches were in excell

Fig. 5 Circumferential stretch distributions at the lumen and
medial Õadventitial boundary for the forward and Warping solu-
tions as a function of circumferential location. The forward and
Warping stretches at both locations show excellent agreement.
The origin is at the 12 o’clock position of the arterial wall and
radial position increases in a clockwise manner with respect to
the lumen.
738 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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agreement at three of the four locations. The largest differe
between the forward solution and the Warping solution was
location 4, the outer adventitia,~5% difference for 1st principal
strain, 21% for circumferential fiber stretch!.

Warping had a low sensitivity to variations in material coef
cients of the transversely isotropic hyperelastic model~Table 2!.
The lesion and arterial wall lumen surface showed the low
dependence~60-4% for stretch and60-6% for strain!, while the
mid-wall location and outer-wall location were found to have
higher sensitivity~60-21% for stretch and60-7% for strain!.

The substitution of an isotropic constitutive relation for th
transversely isotropic relation had little effect on the Warping p
dictions for both stretch and strain, except as indicated~Table 3!.
The strains in the lesion and at arterial wall lumen surface sho
little dependence on the neo-Hookean material parameters ov
range of two orders of magnitude for shear modulus and one o
of magnitude for the bulk modulus~60-9% for stretch and
60-7% for strain!. Lowering the bulk modulus by two orders o
magnitude led to larger differences in stretch~64-32%! and strain
~15-20%!. The mid-wall location and outer-wall locations wer
found to have a higher dependence on the bulk modulus~60-29%
for stretch and60-27% for strain!.

Warping had a low sensitivity to the noise present in the ima
for SNRs down to 1~60-6% for stretch and60-9% for strain!.
Below a SNR of 1 the Warping results showed larger variatio
with respect to the forward solution answers~Fig. 7! leading to
unacceptably large errors. The SNR of 0.1 contained too li
image information for the Warping technique to properly defo
the FEM mesh, yielding errors of660-95% for stretch and668-
84% for strain.

Table 1 Comparison of circumferential fiber stretches ÕGreen-
Lagrange 1 st Principal strains at four locations between the for-
ward FE solution and the Warping solution.

Location Forward Warping % Difference

1 1.34/0.450 1.33/0.452 3/1
2 1.26/0.320 1.25/0.323 4/1
3 1.09/0.100 1.09/0.101 0/1
4 1.14/0.150 1.11/0.143 21/5
0
0
/7
/3

2/20
/15

4/13
9/27
Table 2 Sensitivity of Warping predictions of circumferential fiber Stretch „l…ÕGreen-Lagrange 1 st Principal Strain „«… to changes
in material parameters. ‘‘Forward’’ refers to results from the forward FE model. Percent differences in stretches Õstrains are
indicated by % D. Note that only one parameter „m or C3… was varied for any given analysis.

Forward m120% m-20% C3120% C3220%

Location l/« l/« % D l/« % D l/« % D l/« % D
1 1.34/0.450 1.35/0.450 3/1 1.35/0.430 3/0 1.34/0.453 0/0 1.33/0.450 3/
2 1.26/0.320 1.26/0.324 0/1 1.27/0.300 4/6 1.26/0.320 0/0 1.25/0.320 4/
3 1.09/0.100 1.09/0.103 0/3 1.09/0.100 0/0 1.09/0.105 0/5 1.10/0.107 11
4 1.14/0.150 1.11/0.140 21/7 1.11/0.141 21/7 1.10/0.150 29/0 1.11/0.146 21

Table 3 Sensitivity of Warping predictions of circumferential fiber Stretch „l…ÕGreen-Lagrange 1 st Principal Strain „«… to changes
in material parameters in the isotropic constitutive model. ‘‘Forward’’ refers to results from the forward FE model, while ‘‘Base’’
refers to data obtained using Warping with the same material coefficients as used in the forward FE model. Percent differences in
stretches Õstrains are indicated by % D. m is the shear modulus and K is the bulk modulus. For the base model m Ä 7.0 KPa and
KÄ500.00 KPa. Only one parameter was changed at a time for a given analysis.

Forward Base m570.0 KPa m50.7 KPa K550.0 KPa K55.0 KPa

Loc l/« l/« % D l/« % D l/« % D l/« % D l/« % D
1 1.34/0.450 1.35/0.446 3/1 1.32/0.444 6/2 1.40/0.488 11/2 1.33/0.451 9/1 1.23/0.364 3
2 1.26/0.320 1.28/0.330 8/3 1.24/0.300 8/9 1.29/0.335 12/9 1.24/0.330 8/3 1.27/0.367 4
3 1.09/0.100 1.09/0.108 0/1 1.09/0.092 0/8 1.09/0.095 0/8 1.09/0.107 0/7 1.12/0.113 1
4 1.14/0.150 1.11/0.141 21/6 1.10/0.144 29/4 1.11/0.130 21/13 1.13/0.146 7/3 1.10/0.190 2
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 6 Effect of increasing levels of additive noise on the appearance of the template image. „A… SNRÄ8, „B…

SNRÄ4, „C… SNRÄ1, „D… SNRÄ0.5 and „E… SNRÄ0.1.
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Discussion
The results of this study demonstrate that Warping can rep

duce the strain distribution obtained from a forward FE mod
with little sensitivity to changes in material coefficients and t
addition of image noise. Further, the strain distributions predic
by Warping demonstrated little sensitivity to a change in the c
stitutive model from transversely isotropic to isotropic. Final
Warping accurately reproduced the strain distribution of the f
ward FE model even when the shear modulus used in the War
analyses differed from that of the forward analysis by over t
orders of magnitude. This far exceeds the variation in mate
parameters found in the plaque and arterial wall data reporte
the literature @6,15–19,21–24,37,38#. A decrease in the bulk
modulus of two orders of magnitude led to unacceptably la
differences in both stretch and strain. This value for the b
modulus is unrealistic for arterial tissue, which is often mode
as nearly incompressible@39,40#. These results indicate that th
constitutive representation used with Warping primarily serves
regularize the registration process and ensure a one-to-one
ping @41#.

Warping strain predictions were most sensitive to variations
material properties in regions of low image texture and/or co
trast. This is likely the reason that the largest errors in str
estimation were found in location 4. This location represents
outer edge of the adventitia, which is the farthest from the IVU
catheter and thus possesses inferior image quality and cont
Because the Warping forces arise from image intensity differen
and their gradients, areas of homogenous intensity~low dynamic
range! and/or small intensity gradients generate smaller Warp

Fig. 7 Effect of SNR on accuracy of strain predictions at the
four comparison locations. The strain predictions from Warp-
ing were relatively unaffected until the SNR reached a level of
0.1.
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forces. In these regions, the resistance to deformation is gove
by the internal~stress divergence! forces, which in turn depend on
material properties and constitutive model. Strains in these
gions will be more sensitive to errors in material coefficien
and/or choice of constitutive model than in regions with lar
dynamic ranges and intensity gradients. This observation may
vide a means to performpost hocerror estimation for future ap-
plications, which will be extremely important when Warping
applied to real IVUS image datasets.

Warping was relatively insensitive to image noise. While t
noise added to the images was intended to represent det
noise, other types of noise may have different effects on the W
ing prediction of strain distributions. For instance, the amount
noise present in IVUS images increases with distance from
transducer. Alternative models of additive noise that take into
count spatial position in relation to the catheter would add m
noise to data farther from the catheter, further degrading pre
tions in location 4. This is not likely to affect our planned studi
since the plaques are close to the catheter in both the template
target images.

Sampling of the image data onto the Warping FE mesh
important implications for the Warping strain predictions. Ima
sampling is influenced by both the spatial resolution of the Wa
ing FE mesh and the amount of spatial smoothing. Since the
age data are interpolated onto the nodes of the FE mesh, a fine
mesh improves image sampling. In conjunction with the increa
sampling, the spatial smoothing allows for local averaging of
image so that the sampled pixels represent an average of the
intensity values within each element. This smoothes sharp in
sity gradients, reducing the effects of local minima. In this stu
the Warping FE analyses used the same vessel geometry an
main boundaries as the forward FE analysis, but the mesh de
was doubled to provide better sampling of the image data.
mask used for spatial smoothing was chosen so that each
within a given element represented an average of a neighborh
equal to the smallest element size. These parameters are a
able and should be optimized for a particular problem class.

Due to the presence of diastolic pressure and residual st
IVUS images obtainedin vivo do not provide information regard
ing the stress-free geometry of the vessel. However, beca
Warping is insensitive to the constitutive model and material pr
erties, an IVUS image of the vessel during diastole can serv
the template image defining a reference deformation state.
Warping analysis will provide the strain and displacements re
tive to this reference state. Previous measurements ofin vivo ra-
dial strain distributions for coronary arteries using IVUS ha
been reported by de Korte et al.@42# and their magnitudes~0.5 to
1.0%! imply that circumferential strains should be readily quan
fied using the presently described method with similar image re
lutions. To determine absolute strain, images of the vessel mus
acquired in a completely unloaded state, free of any internal p
sure or residual stresses. This would require cutting the ve
wall to relieve residual stresses@43,44# and thus is only feasible
for ex vivostudies. If the deformation map from the stress-fr
DECEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 739
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state to the intact, passively inflated state were known, the a
lute strain state resulting from further loading via inflation or oth
boundary conditions could be determined@45–48#.

The parameter studies used pairs of 2D IVUS images to as
the sensitivity of Warping strain predictions.In vivo studies have
documented out-of-plane motion as large as 1.5 mm during IV
image acquisition@49#, so clearly 2D images will not be accep
able for monitoringin vivo deformations. Full three-dimensiona
IVUS image datasets obtained using catheter pullbacks can
used to circumvent this difficulty. During the pullback, the ca
eter is moved through the artery while cross-sectional images
acquired along the length of the vessel. The sequential cr
sectional images can be combined using 3-D reconstruction t
niques@50# to create three-dimensional systolic and diastolic i
age datasets.Ex vivo studies do not suffer from out of plan
motion, so two-dimensional IVUS image pairs can be used
study the mechanics duringex vivoinflation tests.

The results reported herein do not include the predicted stre
in the vessel. Although a Warping analysis also yields the st
distribution within the object, the stresses are only accurate if
material properties and constitutive model for each of the regi
of the artery are accurate. There is currently a scarcity of mate
property data for coronary artery plaques, with the existing d
limited to strips of aortic plaque~compression and uniaxial!. The
acquisition of such data is problematic because plaque sam
are highly inhomogeneous@6,24,25,31#. Accurate prediction of
stresses using Warping is further complicated by the need for m
surement of the internal pressure and the residual stress or s
distribution. IVUS catheters can be retrofitted with pressure tra
ducers to determine diastolic pressure, and the measured pre
can be prescribed to Warping FE models to simulate ini
stresses. Thus the potential for estimating stresses using Wa
exists but the results would depend on additional approximat
and input parameters, especially for the residual str
distribution.

The Warping approach has several advantages over other
niques that determine strain distributions from deformable im
registration or correlation. Texture correlation@51,52# suffers from
poor accuracy when the angles of rotation associated with
deformation depicted in the images are larger than 8 degrees@53#.
Additionally, image pairs with low dynamic range are not effe
tive with texture correlation. Tagged MRI allows the determin
tion of 3-D strain fields@54–56# from pairs of MRI image
datasets, but the technique requires long acquisition times tha
only feasible for deformations that can be repeated multiple tim
Further, tagged MRI has insufficient spatial resolution for use
studies of coronary artery deformation. Speckle tracking has b
used to determine the strain in arteries from sequences of im
using cross-correlation methods, but large displacements
correlate the ultrasound images@42,57#. The time delay in the RF
signals between IVUS images can be used to determine ra
wall strains using cross-correlation methods@37,42,58#, but this
approach only provides a one-dimensional measure of defor
tion. Warping does not suffer from any of the above limitations.
particular it can accommodate arbitrarily large, three-dimensio
deformations with a spatial resolution approaching that of the
age acquisition system.

This study has demonstrated that Warping can be used to a
rately determine the strains in a coronary artery using pairs
IVUS images, even in the presence of large errors in mate
properties and image noise. This provides the foundation for
use of Warping for measurements of strain distributions in arte
relative to a reference configuration, without the need for ex
measurements of material properties. By determining strain di
butions in coronary artery lesions under static physiological p
sure loads and correlating these strain values with the histolog
the lesions, insight into the function and interaction of structu
components of the plaque under physiological loading. This w
provide the basis for studies of balloon angioplasty.
740 Õ Vol. 124, DECEMBER 2002
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